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Movie Scene Quiz - How Well Do You Know Movies?
Published on 11/19/12
25dev announced Movie Scene Quiz 1.0 for iPhone, iPod touch and iPad users. Movie Scene
Quiz 1.0 is super-addictive game that tests a player's ability to identify 400 different
movie scenes by viewing a frame picture. Players have to identify a movie exactly from
accurately chosen movie scene then name it. This is a quiz game full of fun that consists
of guessing the titles of selected movies such as horror, classic, drama, comedy, action
and more.
Cork, Ireland - How well do you know movies? Can you even spell out titles correctly? Well
- this fun yet simple game will test you, and we think that you will find the results
surprising!
You see, Movie Scene Quiz 1.0 for iOS is a simple yet super-addictive game that tests your
ability to identify 400 different movie scenes by viewing a frame picture. This is a quiz
game full of fun that consists of guessing the titles of selected movies such as horror,
classic, drama, comedy, action and so on.
Most other quizzes include a hint or a field button to help you guess more easily. But we
have made our quiz that bit more interesting; because you have to identify a movie exactly
from accurately chosen movie scene then name it. This feature makes our quiz more
addictive, as it requires the player to have considerable knowledge about movies, and does
not solely rely on guesswork!
Will you be able to guess all the levels with 100% accuracy? To make it even more fun and
interesting - you can test your friends and families knowledge of movies.
This amazingly fun game consists of:
* Four different levels (easy, normal, hard, and expert)
* Accurately reproduced movie scenes of famous movies
* 'Perfect Guess', alerts you when you have guessed correctly for the first time
* Game stats (score percentages for each level)
* Integrated Game Center
We are sure that you will love playing 'Movie Scene Quiz' and find it really enjoyable and
challenging.
Here are a few tips if you are stuck and cannot guess the scene:
* Ask your friends or family if you don't know the answer
* Search the internet (e.g. type name of famous person, where the person plays or music
album)
* Ask on forums, Facebook or Twitter,
* Keep trying, maybe there is a typo error
Are you ready to take the challenge and test your knowledge of famous movies? Then play
'Movie Scene Quiz' and see how you score! Have fun!
Device Requirements:
* 3/4/5 Gen iPhone, iPad, or 3/4/5 Gen iPod touch
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* 28.2 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Movie Scene Quiz 1.0 is only $0.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and
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available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Games category. A HD version
for iPad is also available.
25dev:
http://www.25dev.net
Movie Scene Quiz 1.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/movie-scene-quiz/id548015544
Purchase and Download (HD):
http://itunes.apple.com/app/movie-scene-quiz-hd/id551007538
Screenshots:
http://s1143.beta.photobucket.com/user/_25dev/library/Movie%20Scene%20Quiz
App Icon:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/092/Purple/v4/5c/5e/7b/5c5e7b7b-f14dbd9f-0a3e-9fc3b4b261a4/mzl.pfyowgxx.175x175-75.jpg

25dev creates, designs and develops unique interfaces and amazingly beautiful graphics for
the iOS platform. The company's mission is to provide great products and great value for
mobile application users. 25dev accomplishes this by performing extensive daily research,
as well as new feature and technology analysis. From there, 25dev developers implement the
best of the findings for their applications. Copyright (C) 2011 25dev. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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